Land Use Models

Three Models of Urban Land Use

The study of urban land use generally draws from three different descriptive models. These models were developed to generalize about the patterns of urban land use found in early industrial cities of the U.S. Because the shape and form of American cities changed over time, new models of urban land were developed to describe an urban landscape that was becoming increasingly complex and differentiated. Further, because these are general models devised to understand the overall patterns of land use, none of them can accurately describe patterns of urban land use in all cities. In fact, all of these models have been criticized for being more applicable to cities in the U.S. than to cities of other nations. Other criticisms have focused on the fact that the models are static; they describe patterns of urban land use in a generic city, but do not describe the process by which land use changes. Despite these criticisms, these models continue to be useful generalizations of the way in which land is devoted to different uses within the city. Below, we will examine the Concentric Zone Model, Sector Model and Multiple Nuclei Model of urban land use.

Concentric Zone Model - Diagram 1

The concentric zone model was among the early descriptions of urban form. Originated by Earnest Burgess in the 1920s, the concentric zone model depicts the use of urban land as a set of concentric rings with each ring devoted to a different land use. The model was based on Burgess’s observations of Chicago during the early years of the 20th century. Major routes of transportation emanated from the city’s core, making the CBD the most accessible location in the city. Burgess identified five rings of land use that would form around the CBD. These rings were originally defined as the (1) central business district, (2) zone of transition, (3) zone of independent workers’ homes, (4) zone of better residences and (5) zone of commuters.

An important feature of this model is the positive correlation of socio-economic status of households with distance from the CBD -- more affluent households were observed to live at greater distances from the central city. Burgess described the changing spatial patterns of residential areas as a process of "invasion" and "succession". As the city grew and developed over time, the CBD would exert pressure on the zone immediately surrounding it (the zone of transition). Outward expansion of the CBD would invade nearby residential neighborhoods causing them to expand outward. The process was thought to continue with each successive neighborhood moving further from the CBD. He suggested that inner-city housing was largely occupied by immigrants and households with low socio-economic status. As the city grew and the CBD expanded outward, lower status residents moved to adjacent neighborhoods, and more affluent residents moved further from the CBD. (Bid Rent Model - Diagram 2)

Hoyt Sector Model - Diagram 3

Soon after Burgess generalized about the concentric zone form of the city, Homer Hoyt re-cast the concentric ring model. While recognizing the value of the concentric ring model, Hoyt also observed some consistent patterns in many American cities. He observed, for example, that it was common for low-income households to be found in close proximity to railroad lines, and commercial establishments to be found along business thoroughfares. In 1939, Hoyt modified the concentric zone model to account for major transportation routes. Recall that most major cities evolved around the nexus of
several important transport facilities such as railroads, sea ports, and trolley lines that emanated from the city's center. Recognizing that these routes (and later metropolitan expressways and interstate highways) represented lines of greater access, Hoyt theorized that cities would tend to grow in wedge-shaped patterns, or sectors, emanating from the CBD and centered on major transportation routes. Higher levels of access translate to higher land values. Thus, many commercial functions would remain in the CBD, but manufacturing activity would develop in a wedge surrounding transport routes. Residential land use patterns also would grow in wedge-shaped patterns with a sector of lower-income households bordering the manufacturing warehousing sector (traffic, noise and pollution making these less desirable locations to live) and sectors of middle- and higher-income households located away from industrial sites. In many respects, Hoyt's sector model is simply a concentric zone model modified to account for the impact of transportation systems on accessibility.

Harris- Ullman Multiple Nuclei Model - Diagram 4

By 1945, it was clear to Chauncy Harris and Edward Ullman that many cities did not fit the traditional concentric zone or sector model. Cities of greater size were developing substantial suburban areas and some suburbs, having reached significant size, were functioning like smaller business districts. These smaller business districts acted as satellite nodes, or nuclei, of activity around which land use patterns formed. While Harris and Ullman still saw the CBD as the major center of commerce, they suggested that specialized cells of activity would develop according to specific requirements of certain activities, different rent-paying abilities, and the tendency for some kinds of economic activity to cluster together. At the center of their model is the CBD, with light manufacturing and wholesaling located along transport routes. Heavy industry was thought to locate near the outer edge of city, perhaps surrounded by lower-income households, and suburbs of commuters and smaller service centers would occupy the urban periphery.

Text adapted from: Urban Land Use - Residential Patterns and Change - Part of the Virtual Geography Department http://www.colorado.edu/geography/virtdept/contents.html
located at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
http://www.geoearth.uncc.edu/faculty/hscampbe//landuse/b-models/B-3mods.html

Core Frame Concept - Diagram

A model of the central area of the city which recognizes a core of intensive land use indicated by high-rise buildings. Shops and offices abound and the core is the central point of the transport systems. The core is, therefore, essentially the CBD. Beyond the core lies the frame—also known as the zone of transition—where land use is less intensive. Here are found warehousing, wholesaling, garaging and servicing of cars, and medical facilities.
Burgess Concentric Zone Model - Diagram 1

The Concentric Zone Model:
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Hoyt Land Value Profile - Diagram 4

FIGURE 6-4: Hypothetical Rent Gradients and Land-Use Zones
Harris-Ullman Multiple Nuclei Model - Diagram 5
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Peak Land Value Intersection - Diagram 6
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Real Estate Market Phases - Diagram 8
